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Károly Király Is One of This Year's Bethlen Prize Recipients 
 
(From our correspondent) 
 
 The Gábor Bethlen Foundation, the only private organization of its kind in Eastern 
Europe, held an international press conference today to announce its awards of the Bethlen 
Prizes.  In addition to Zbigniew Herbert, the Polish poet who resides in Paris, this 
year's recipients were T. Attila Szabó, the late linguist and cultural historian from 
Kolozsvár (Cluj), and Károly Király. 
 
 Understandably, the greatest surprise was evoked by the awarding of the prize to 
Károly Király, one of the leading figures of Transylvania's Hungarian opposition.  Király 
was born in 1930, and he has a diploma in economics.  He has participated in party 
activities since the late 1940s, and his career climbed quite steeply.  During the late 
1960s he was given important assignments: for example, he was first secretary in Kovászna 
(Covasna) county, and was at the same time elected member of the Central Committee's 
Politburo as well. 
 
 It was after 1977 that Király turned to oppose the Ceausescu regime.  In several 
petitions, and in a letter addressed to participants of the post-Helsinki conference held 
in Belgrade, he described the legal deprivation suffered by the two and a half million 
ethnic Hungarians living in Rumania and the increasingly oppressive conditions in the 
country. 
 
 After these incidents, Bucharest made every effort to silence Kiraly:  At first he 
was kept under house surveillance, and later agents of the Securitate made an attempts on 
his life.  In order to quiet the international anger aroused by these moves, Ceausescu's 
circle deemed it better to acknowledge Király's political stance; lately the agents of 
Bucharest have been satisfied to restrict his personal freedom of movement and to prevent 
him from maintaining contact with journalists or with other members of Transylvania's 
Hungarian opposition. 
 
 Károly Király is ill, but in spite of repeated requests he has not been given 
permission to travel to Hungary for medical treatment.  At the present time, he is 
employed as the director of the canned goods plant I.P.I.L.F. in Marosvásárhely (Tirgu 
Mures). 
 
 During the press conference held today at 2pm in Budapest, it was also announced that 
the award medal is accompanied by a 50,000 forints.  The award ceremonies will be held at 
6pm on November 2, 1987, in the main hall of Buda Castle. 
 
 This prize of the Gábor Bethlen Foundation -- given to individual humanists who 
consider the nurturing of human contacts as the goal of their lives -- is now awarded for 
the second time.  Last year, its recipient was Pál Péter Domokos, the legendary figure of 
Hungarian cultural life, the researcher of the Hungarian Csángó ethnic group. 
                                                                           




